
Advertising of a contract: 
Bank data, ratings and research

EKF Danmarks Eksportkredit (“EKF”) is Denmark’s export credit agency. EKF´s objective is to facilitate Danish 
companies’ internationalization opportunities and to create growth and jobs in Denmark. EKF helps Danish 
enterprises to realize their export dreams by providing export credits, working capital guarantees and export 
loans to enable them to finance their activities and cover commercial and political risks in their export markets.

EKF is the only organization in Denmark that provides cover for extraordinary export risks which the private 
market is unable or unwilling to guarantee or provide financing to. EKF operates with a long-term perspective 
and the risk exposure necessary in countries and markets where the political and commercial situation may be 
uncertain.

EKF requests a subscription for access to quality financial data on banks. Moreover, EKF requests access to credit 
ratings on banks and tools for analyzing bank’s ownership structure and tools for monitoring EKF’s bank 
portfolio. Global coverage is crucial. EKF requests offers that includes both 1-, 2- and 3-year subscription options. 

EKF also welcomes offers that, in addition to the abovementioned criteria, includes a rating tool for unrated 
banks, access to bank rating reports, and research on banking sectors. These lower priority services can be part 
of an “all-in”-offer. However, EKF also welcomes standalone offers for these lower priority services from 
respondents who are not able to deliver the top priority services. EKF reserves the right to enter multiple 
(sub)contracts with different respondents. 

EKF’s business requirements/services (top priority services)

 Financial data for banks – including data for both commercial banks and state/government owned 
banks

 External bank ratings from internationally renowned rating agencies such as e.g. S&P, Moody’s and 
Fitch.

 Ownership structures for banks, including in-depth ownership information as well as information on 
bank subsidiaries and branches

 Bank peer group analysis 
 Portfolio management tool enabling easy monitoring of external rating changes among banks in EKF’s 

bank portfolio.  
 Financial data and external ratings from internationally renowned rating agency such as e.g. S&P, 

Moody’s, Fitch and AM Best on insurance companies

Additional desirable business requirements/services (lower priority services)

 Rating reports (sometimes named “Credit Opinion”) on banks from internationally renowned rating 
agency such as e.g. S&P and/or Moody’s and/or Fitch

 Rating tool for unrated banks enabling EKF to produce an indicative rating for banks that are not 
externally rated by internationally renowned rating agency such as e.g. S&P, Moody’s or Fitch

 Research on banking sectors, including structural information on national banking sectors, e.g. 
national financial regulation, specific national sector characteristics/risks etc.



 Compliance-related news (negative news, enforcements etc.) regarding banks in EKF’s bank portfolio.

The award criterion
The contract will be awarded based on the award criterion best price-quality ratio.

In this connection EKF will apply the following sub-criteria:

1. Price 30%

Respondents are required – where possible – to present both a price for the top priority services alone, 
a breakdown price for each additional lower priority service, as well as an all-in price for all the offered 
services. Likewise, respondents are required – where possible – to present a price for both a 1-, 2- and 
3-year subscription option. Respondents who are not able to deliver all the top priority services, but 
can deliver one or more of the lower priority services, are welcome to present standalone offers for 
these lower priority services. EKF reserves the right to enter multiple (sub)contracts with different 
respondents.

Regarding the sub-criterion Price, each offer will be awarded points in accordance with a financial 
framework. The financial framework is lowest price + 100%.

The evaluation of the price of the incoming offers will be conducted by awarding the offers scores 
ranging from 1 to 5, where the lowest total price will be awarded the highest number of points on the 
scale (maximum points 5).

Offers with a price that exactly matches the financial framework (lowest price + 100%) or exceeds this 
framework are awarded the lowest number of points on the scale (minimum points 1).

Offers with a price that lies within the financial framework are awarded points by linear interpolation 
between the highest and lowest price.

The score will be multiplied by the weight for the sub-criteria price (30%).

2. Quality 70%
The quality of the offer will be evaluated on the basis of the following sub-criteria (with the weighting 
as described:

 Number of banks covered
 Quality of financial data, e.g. if the data is up to date
 Detail level of ownership structures
 Conditions and limitations for EKF to request financial data on banks not yet covered by the 

platform  
 Availability of data 
 Limitations on access to content
 Type of support and training that is provided as part of subscription 



The evaluation of Quality will be a collective assessment of the individual bullet points as listed above.

The score of the Quality will be multiplied by the weigh for the quality sub-criteria (70%). 

Evaluation
The award criterion is the best price-quality ratio.

When evaluating the criteria EKF will use the following scale with scores 1-5:

Satisfaction of the criterias Score

Best possible satisfaction of criterion 5

Above-average satisfaction of criterion 4

Average/adequate satisfaction of criterion 3

Below-average satisfaction of criterion 2

Inadequate satisfaction of criterion 1

Deadline for responses is October 29th, 2021 at noon CET. 
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